
PSOAS (HIP FLEXOR) STRENGTHENING EXERCISE

Body Position
30 degree incline on workout bench or couch/chair
Stabilize with the hands (over shoulders) and opposite foot
Legs shoulder width apart or just slightly wider
One knee straight and leg rotated outward 30 degrees
Flex the ankle to neutral so toes point toward ceiling
Add 1-5 lbs. of weight around the ankle (when appropriate)

Performance
Lift leg straight up, not in the direction of the toes
The knee must be kept straight with the leg rotated at 30 degrees
Lift to the height that the leg will go without having to bend the knee
Perform 2 rounds/sets of 3 repetitions (reps) on each leg

Tempo/Speed 
Up (1 second count) and down (2 seconds)
No pause at the top of the movement
Contact the floor and pause briefly but avoid relaxing
Alternate sides: rest each leg for one minute while the other leg is worked

Frequency
Perform the exercises daily. It should be performed 5-7 times per week. You can do the exercise 
every day, only weekdays or a variation of those. Choose the routine that works to keep 
consistent.

Progression
The exercise should be changed every week to 2 weeks, i.e. progress to: 2 sets 4 reps, 3 sets 3 
reps, 3 sets 4 reps. Over time, you can increase the repetitions: 3 sets 5 reps, 3 sets 6 reps. At 
that time you can move to the next phase by adding weight. Once you add weight you will start 
over at 2 sets of 3 reps and progress as you did without weight.
You may jump ahead on the reps, sets and/or weight at your tolerance and discretion.

Variation
Whenever possible, it is recommended 
that the exercise be done on an incline 
exercise bench for optimal effectiveness.
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